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Galac-Tac
talisman-games.com

Grab the Rulebook!

GTac

Articles & Stories

It's a free download

Assistant Program

Learn more

"Quick! How do you
say 'You're our
Prisoner' in Azurian?!"
PBM Unearthed
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PBM BIO

Important Message

Robert "Luty" Hayes got into PBM gaming at
the age of 14 when he saw an advertisement for
"Universe III" (Central Texas Computing) in
Space Gamer magazine. He played in Universe
III, Beyond the Quadra Zone, It's a Crime!,
Illuminati, Star Trek: The Correspondence
Game, Delenda est Carthago, and others,
most notably Rimworlds, where he was
Admiral of the Corsairs and NOT, no matter
what anyone might tell you, Admiral of the
Jacks. At the age of 18, Luty wrote his
admission essay to Oberlin on the subject of
PBM gaming.
With some helpful advice from Draper
Kaufman and the late Rick Loomis (1947-2019)
about marketing and design, Luty then created
and ran a space opera game on the same
general lines as Rimworlds known as Cluster. A
falling-out between Luty and the late Jon P.
Ogden (1944-2016), designer of Rimworlds,
occurred when Jon felt Cluster was too similar
to Rimworlds and had appropriated his
intellectual property. After some years of
acrimony, Luty and Jon reconciled ["Jon was
right, I was wrong, I apologized" - Luty] and
Luty joined the team of veteran PBM grognards
helping with Jon's attempted 2015 reboot of
Rimworlds. Unfortunately Jon died before the
project came to fruition.
Since then, Luty has played in A New Dawn,
Galac-Tac, Phoenix: BSE, TribeNet, Ilkhor, and
probably one or two others; so far, Galac-Tac
and Ilkhor have "stuck". 40 years after starting
his involvement in PBM, Luty is currently
working on a re-envisioned Rimworlds set in
the universe of, and in the spirit of, the original
classic, which he firmly asserts to have been
the best science fiction PBM ever created.

PBM Unearthed

Robert "Luty" Hayes,
long-long-ago
designer and GM of
"Cluster", is working
(with glacial slowness)
on a reboot of the late
great Jon P. Ogden's "Rimworlds"
space opera PBM.
He is seeking input, opinions, turn logs,
rulebooks, ephemera, and anything and
everything related to Rimworlds in its
PBM incarnation. The new game will be
play-by-web / play-by-email but even
that decision is not yet set in stone.
Ever wanted the glory, wealth, and
fame that are showered on PBM game
designers?
He does too, so if any ever materializes
be sure to let him know, but in the
meantime, get in touch with him if you'd
like to be part of the reincarnation of
the best space opera PBM ever.
Email docrocket@gmail.com with
"Rimworlds Reboot" in the subject line,
lest the spam monster eat your
message. Thanks!
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Genny’s unsatisfactory Galac-Tac win
article probably told me more about
the game, the player, and the GM and
other players within the game than
any ‘mere’ review might ever do –
what an excellent read, so please pass
my warm, heart- felt thanks to her!
Alex Bardy
Ilkor: Dark Rising
Wow the turnsheets on
Ilkor are BRILLIANT - The
complexity is really good
and I'm a little daunted,
but will submit my first
turnsheet later this afto.
This does appear to be
another hand-mod taking
really good advantage of
21st c. tech.
Roy Pollard
(The Isles PBM GM)
I'm currently working
on a clone of
Empyrean Challenge
(based on the 1978
player's handbook).
wraith
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Didn't realize PBM was still around.
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KnightGuild
I started playing Midgard back in 1986 (16 year old), and then again in the late 90s to
early 2000s. I'm very happy it is back and I'm really enjoying Knightguild (which is
Midgard 2.0). It's a great game!
David Oliver Kling (Host of the Combat Conditional Podcast)
PBM Unearthed
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W h e re

W e ' re H

Charles Mosteller
The unknown of the future awaits
us. We're headed there, now.
And PBM does have a future. It
does, indeed! Hopefully, you and
I, both, will be a part of it. If not,
though, that doesn't mean that
PBM just comes to a screeching,
abrupt halt. Others will bear the
torch and carry on.
Yes, lots of PBM companies have
come and gone. Tons of PBM
games have ceased to process
turns, anymore. But so what?

Rolling Thunder's slogan is
"Presenting the finest in PlayBy-Mail/Email gaming since
1986!" That's thirty-six years more than three and a half
decades. Wow!
That's quite an accomplishment,
but just because Russ Norris has
retired does not mean that
Rolling Thunder Games has
ceased to exist, or that the PBM
games which that PBM company
runs will no longer be running
turns, anymore.
Nope! Pete Dorman, Russ'
partner, carries on. Life carries
on, and so does play by mail
gaming.

This time last year, play by mail
gaming found itself without any
PBM publication, aside from any
PBM company newsletters or
game-specific newsletters that
are still being churned out.

And that's good news!

But now? Now there's two
different PBM general interest
type publications being
published - Suspense & Decision
magazine and PBM Unearthed.
Surely, that counts for
something.
Russ Norris of Rolling Thunder
Games has retired. Now, that's
real PBM news for ya! Gosh, how
long has he been at it? He's been
a PBM GM for a long time, now.

PBM Unearthed

eading

Looking forward into the future
isn't exactly the easiest of jobs.
I don't know what all is going to
happen any more than all of you
do. Thinking about what to do, or
about what to try to do, the
thinking part tends to be a whole
lot quicker and easier than the
doing part.
I can easily imagine a very bright
future for PBM gaming. In fact,
imagining a PBM gaming scene
that exceeds even the bygone
days of yesteryear isn't difficult,
at all. Never happen, you say?
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Everything that was
accomplished in and across the
PBM realm decades ago was
accomplished with technology
that still exists, today. The
primary difference, from a
technological standpoint is that,
today, there is vastly better
technology at our disposal.
Times change, you say. Yes, they
certainly do. And we must
change with it, you say. Well, in
some ways, we have changed and we continue to change.
We improvise. We adapt. We do
not have to remain stagnant. As
a hobby and as an industry, PBM
suffers under no requirement
that it must just go silently into
the night. Thus, why do so?
PBM, like all industries, is ever
and always faced with the
prospect of change. As I told
some politicians more than
twenty years ago, we can either
become agents of change or
victims of change. In this day
and age, we already have more
than enough victims. PBM gaming
doesn't need to be or remain one
of them.
The Internet came onto the
scene, and contrary to what
many may think, it did not sweep
PBM gaming away like the tide
sweeps everything before it.

PBM Unearthed

If that were actually the case,
then why are some PBM
companies and GMs from
yesteryear still with us, today?
This isn't the dinosaurs nor an
exercise in Darwinism that we
are dealing with, here. There are
options - viable options - that
are at our disposal (that have
always been at PBM's disposal).
PBM gaming can not only survive,
it can thrive!
Thriving requires a determination
to survive, an unrelenting drive
to not go extinct. People who
think that PBM gaming has no
hope are clueless. Honestly,
that's just how I feel. You,
however, are free to feel
differently. Our respective
opinions can co-exist.
Why create PBM Unearthed? Why
try and do something so
seemingly foolish and destined
for failure as to publish a PBM
publication with a weekly rate of
frequency? Sure, that is lunacy
personified, right? Yet, you're
still reading it, aren't you? Tell
me, why is that?
If I am engaged in an act of
literary insanity, then why are
you part of PBM Unearthed's
readership? How are you not as
guilty as I am? It appears that we
are in the same boat.
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Well, if Jon Capps was going to
resurrect Suspense & Decision
magazine, why would I not just
support that effort, rather than
launch a whole new PBM "thing?"

page? It was this:

This rather misses the forest for
the trees. From my perspective, I
do support his initiative. I have
run image ads for Suspense &
Decision in issues of PBM
Unearthed, and I have mentioned
it in both PBM Unearthed and
the PlayByMail Facebook page on
various different occasions. I'm
not Jon Capps' enemy, and
neither is PBM Unearthed the
enemy of Suspense & Decision.
Far from it, in fact!

"Everyone has their
own opinion, of
course, but
personally speaking,
I think that the
front cover of Issue
#21 is arguably the
best looking cover
to ever adorn any
PBM magazine."
Having first created Suspense &
Decision magazine all those
many years ago, in the first
instance, I have no vested
interest in it "dying" - again!
PBM Unearthed was an idea that
had been swirling around in my
head for some time before Jon
resurrected Suspense & Decision
from its early and "never-atpeace" grave that I kept tossing
it into, by way of my own failure
to keep it going. It was like a
Frankenstein that wanted to live,
but I just didn't have the
lightning.

What was it that I recently said
about the front cover of Issue
#21 of Suspense & Decision over
on the PlayByMail Facebook

PBM Unearthed

Jon Capps came along, one day,
and it was he that brought the
spark to bring S&D back to
life.He was going to start a PBMesque (PBM, but more than just
PBM) magazine, anyway, and he
did me the honor of reviving the
title from a PBM magazine that
was once my brainchild.
It wasn't just Suspense &
Decision that Jon's spark
touched. The bolt hit me!
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Jon isn't responsible just for
S&D coming back online. Rather,
'twas his own desire to bring a
new PBM magazine into existence
that lies at the nexus of what
caused PBM Unearthed to spring
to life from the void.
The undeniable truth is that it
sometimes takes something to
spark us back to life, to spark us
back into action. And just where
that spark comes from, or from
whom, you just never really know.
Then, too, one thing has a way of
lading to another thing, and then
things just seem to have a way of
taking root and growing on their
own. PBM Unearthed started out
with the objective being a small
little PBM newsletter, one that
would run anywhere from a
minimum of two pages to a
maximum of eight pages in
length. It wasn't a planned thing.
It just sort of happened.
And the flip side of that coin is
that the light could get snuffed
out on PBM Unearthed with no
expectation that such would be
imminent, nor even likely to
occur.The good LORD doesn't
promise us tomorrow, and neither
do I. What it all boils down to is,
we get what we get.
And that's always been the case,
whether you realize that or not.
We got Paper Mayhem, Flagship,
and various other play by mail
magazines, until they ceased to
continue publishing.
I'll be here, until I'm not - same
as you. Same as eveyone else, no
doubt. Thus, enjoy it while it's
here - be it PBM games, this PBM
newsletter, or anything else.

PBM Unearthed

What does any of this have to do
with where we're heading,
though? Everything. It has
everything to do with it.
Because it's all inter-connected,
see. To achieve our successes,
we will necessarily also meet
with defeats. There are no
guarantees in any of it.
Likewise with PBM gaming, at
large. Jon Capps has recently
suffered from some back
problems. How do you plan for
something that just happens, or
which comes out of the blue at
you?
The sheer amount of things that
have transpired since I first
published the very first issue of
Suspense & Decision magazine
way back in November of 2013.
Yes, the year 2013 - some nine
years ago, almost!
As I sit here trying to nail words
to string these sentences
together, I am pausing and
revisiting some old issues of
Suspense & Decision. Yep, I've
gone back to the very beginning
of it.
I'm also going back through some
old issues of Flagship magazine.
Yep, back to Issue #1 of it, as
well. Reminiscing is what they
call it. For me, reminiscing is a
source of power - PBM Power!
It's a tonic, of sorts, one that is
good for the PBM soul. It's good
to reflect upon what was, healthy
to reflect upon what could have
been. The answer to the question
of where we're heading is always
the same. Forward - we are
always heading forward!
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And why shouldn't we be? Why
wouldn't we be? Maybe we spend
too much time dwelling upon the
past - so much so, that we have
no time nor energy nor effort to
contribute to either the present
or the future of PBM gaming.
One of the great ironies that
inheres in being the editor of a
PBM publication of this or similar
nature is that it is akin to being
a pauper in a world overflowing
with people who are awash in
PBM memories - memories that
often go without being shared.
Ah, what a waste of a great
resource, a squandering of a
treasure of incalculable worth!
Alms for the poor! Share these
memories. Dig into the pockets
of your mind, into the very nooks
and crannies of your memory,
and dredge us all up some of
those good times that PBM
brought to you, no matter how
long ago it may have been, and
no matter how good or how poor
your memory is.
Bits and pieces? I'll take those.
Those are fire starters of
conversations just waiting to
take place. What do you plan to
do? Take them to your grave with
you? All of them?!
Oh, heavens to Betsy! Why not
just share them, instead?

PBM Unearthed

In some ways, PBM's pipes are
clogged. We've got to unstop
them. And the way that we do
that (one way, anyway) is by
sharing those PBM memories that
we hold near and dear with
others. Flows of dialogue will
ensue, if we do.
Me? I can ramble on about PBM
gaming, forever. What about you,
though?
Lest I forget, my turn results
arrived in an envelope, today,
with Turn #12 results from
Hyborian War game number HW982. I don't know if I have time
to write an article in the
continuation of that series of
articles by the publication
deadline, which is tomorrow.
ACK!
That may just have to wait until
Issue #12, which isn't really all
that far away, if you stop and
think about it.
Thank you for being here. Thank
you for your continued interest.
Thank you for your contributions,
and for your submissions yet to
come.
I hope that you enjoy this issue,
but if you don't, I invite you to
join me in making next issue a
much better reading experience.
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"Not currently taking
new players. . ."

The Isles is a hand-moderated Play By Mail game run via
either the postal system or via eMail. It is set in a fantasy
world where trade and commerce are held in higher
regard than Lords and Kings and where life can be brutal,
terrifying and often short for those who do not belong.
Players take on the role of an Outcast, someone who is
newly released from Prison with only a few possessions,
little money and no tangible memories of who they are,
what their past life was, or why they were imprisoned for
so long.
‘You recall a ship. It has to be a sea-going vessel of some
kind because it rolls from side to side in a storm and you
remember vomiting into the hood that covers your head
and is secured at your neck by a steel band. You
remember panicking that you may drown in your own puke
if you are sick again, but the hood is porous and eventually
the bile drains through. You hear gulls, for three days and
nights you can hear seabirds and eventually the bellowing
of men up on the deck making ready for the ships
destination. You hear the sounds of a Town or a City
before the nausea returns and you lie down to sleep.‘

the-isles.co.uk

". . .but you can still tag along."
PBM Unearthed
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PBM ANNOUNCEMENTS
Games Forming

Galac-Tac

Middle-earth

Talisman Games

Middle-earth Games

Galaxy 149

Game 947 (Gunboat)

Hey, everyone! Galac-Tac galaxy #149
is now filling! Come join in so we can get
it underway! It's a slow galaxy, with 4
weeks between turns, but that's great
for players who may not have enough
time in their schedule to play more
frequently, or have concerns about snail
mail delays. A nice, slow galaxy is also
good if you're already playing in another
one and just want to put in a little more
gaming time.

3/8 positions available

If you'd like to sign up, just hop over to
<www.talismangames.com/galactac/signup> and say
so!
Davin Church

A three-nation Gunboat game of the
1650 module. Also featuring:
One Champion Character per nation.
(Champion Characters can be issued
up to three orders a turn.)
A Northmen and a Quiet Avenger
character will start with an additional
40 emmisary.
6 Rewards per nation.
Shared results.
Diplos on Discord.

Game 948
22/24 nations available
A game of our classic 1650 module, with
pre-aligned neutrals to ensure a
balanced game. Also featuring:
Up to 2 nations per player
One Champion Character per nation.

PBM Unearthed
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PBM ANNOUNCEMENTS
Games Forming (Continued)
(Champion Characters can be issued
up to three orders a turn.)
A Northmen and a Quiet Avenger
character will start with an additional
40 emmisary.

Game 258 (Gunboat)

Player mentor needed to help new
members on a team. If you play two
nations, one will be free.

Play three, pay for two! One nation is
free as long as you have three nations
in play.

Game 256

Featuring:

A 3-nation game of our 2950 module.

One Champion Character per nation
(champion Characters can be issued up
to three orders a turn).

8/8 positions available
A 3-nation Gunboat game of our 2950
module.

5/8 positions available

Play three, pay for two! One nation is
free as long as you have three nations
in play.

Pre-aligned neutrals to ensure a
balanced game.

Featuring:

Game 612
6/14 nations available

One Champion Character per nation
(champion Characters can be issued
up to three orders a turn).

A game of our Kin-strife module, with a
2 week turnaround. Whether the game
has pre-aligned or unaligned starting
neutrals will be decided nearer game
start.

Pre-aligned neutrals to ensure a
balanced game.

TribeNet
PBM Unearthed

Players can play either one or two
nations.
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PBM ANNOUNCEMENTS
Games Forming (Continued)
This game is not recommended for
inexperienced players.

Game 414 (Gunboat)

Game 613 (Gunboat)

A three nation Gunboat game of our
Fourth-age module.

A 3 nation gunboat game of our Kinstrife module, with new nation
combos and boosted setups.

Your third nation is free as long as you
have three nations in play

7/8 positions available

2/4 positions available

Jade Eye 2

Loyalists: 2/3/22 and 4/5/6, vs.
Usurpers 11/12/15 and 13/14/21.
Your first nation gets 20% extra points
to spend, and your second nation gets
10% extra.
Play your third nation for free as long
as you have three nations in play!
This game is not recommended for
inexperienced players.

Game 412

1-5/18 nations available
A 6 vs 6 vs 6 nation game of our
Fourth Age module.
Up to two nations per player.

PBM Unearthed

Harlequin Games
Jade Eye 2
Jade Eye is a game for up 16 players,
divided equally into four factions of up
to four players.
The turnaround and production speed
will be decided based on player
preference. Players are permitted to
run multiple positions in a game, up to a
maximum of four positions per player.
Pledge deadline: 10th October ’22
You may pledge to play 1-4 positions on
your own, or you may pledge to play 4
positions with named allies.
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PBM ANNOUNCEMENTS
Games Forming (Continued)

Crown of Chaos 28
Harlequin Games
Crown of Chaos 28
This game is an Explorer Special.
There are no victory conditions, and
you cannot win. Instead it is a sandbox
game, designed to allow new players
to get the hang of the game, and for
experienced players to try out new
ideas and tactics in a relaxed
atmosphere.
You may join whatever factions you
wish.
This photo comes courtesy of PBM gaming
legend Dave Cooksey of DMC Games, a
contributor to this PBM publication.

PBM Unearthed
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MiddleEarthGames.Com
PBM Unearthed
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Renaissance
RENAISSANCE is a multi-player, PBEM and
PBM, historical simulation game running
continuously since 1981. It features a variety
of military options, an elaborate mercantile
system that makes use of the interrelationships among some two hundred
types of trade goods available for trade,

Moves are due once every three weeks. Turn
results are sent out within 48 hours of the due
date for orders. The fee to control a family is
$4.40. There is an additional fee of 20 cents
per action ordered. Players whose account is
fully up to date as of the due date for the turn
receive a credit of $1.50.
For a free set of rules, or to join the game,
contact:

plus feudal, ecclesiastical and municipal

cjxanthos@gmail.com

hierarchical organizations. All this takes
place on a worldwide backdrop of 4,000
locations, each of which is heavily
researched and reflects over one hundred
pieces of data. Actions are carried out by
characters (referred to as "personae") who
belong to historical families. Families consist

REN1493 is a smaller, online version of
RENAISSANCE that is set in Italy and adjacent
areas. Actions can be carried out by the player
at any time. There is no fee for playing one
character.
To join this game, contact:

of one to five personae controlled by one

cjxanthos@gmail.com

player.

PBM Unearthed
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Forgotten Games
Richard Lockwood
I was struggling to think of a
subject for this issue. I thought
I’d exhausted my fount of
amusing PBM anecdotes.
And then, I thought, what about
the games that no-one
remembers. The games that were
a great idea, ran ever so briefly,
but then burned out. As the
Kurgan says; “it’s
better to burn out,
than to fade away!”

By turn two,
she’d been
assaulted /
propositioned in
the equivalent of the Mos Eisley
Cantina. So, she fired up the
chainsword. Now, I was assuming
a chainsword was the equivalent
of Leatherface’s tool of choice in
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre.
That would have
been ACE!
Sadly, in the near
future, chainswords
don’t go
“WHEEEEEEWZZZZXW
EEAAAARH!!” No
fun. They
apparently just
make a vague
buzzing noise as
you take your
assailant’s arm off.

People who haven’t
seen Highlander
won’t get that line.
But people who
haven’t seen
Highlander don’t
deserve to live.
One of the greatest
films of all time.
But I digress.

And that was about
it for The New Order.

Games that ran briefly.
David Parker-Ross, who I knew
through Æs, decided he’d start
up his own dystopian future
game, “The New Order”. Nicely
produced rulebook, hey, what the
hell? Let’s play a “Mad Max”
version of Natasha!
So, armed with a blaster and a
chain sword, Natasha headed out
into a post apocalypse
nightmare.

PBM Unearthed

Still,
while
many
make

I’ve been talking to David
writing this – as I’ve said
times, friendships you
through PBM last a lifetime.

Now. New Earth. This was a
completely different kettle of
fish. Run from Devon by a chap
called Rob Harper (see my
previous columns for the tale of
me sleeping in his garage) who
is, to this day, a top bloke, New
Earth was an odd fish. A future,
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possibly post-apocalypse, where
technology had regressed. And
all set in Kernow (Cornwall).
I started up as “Andy Higgins,” a
character based very heavily on
my then flatmate, a chap called
“Andy Higgins.”
Andy Higgins was a bit of a
rogue, armed with a musket. By
turn three, he’d broken into the
local jail (gaol - choose your
own spelling), and sprung free a
notorious villain.
He got notoriety points for that,
but also attracted the attention
of the (player) character who
had put said villain behind bars
in the first place.
Andy got some abusive messages
from that character, and so
figured he needed to sort out
the beef.

you’ll remember Ruarigh from
episode one). Now, The
Dreamtime was unique. You could
start as a character anywhere in
the multiverse. Middle Earth,
Melniboné, Rotherham (1968) –
whatever you fancied. Then you
could flit from world to world.
There was a main city / world,
again, a dystopian nightmare,
and so I started my character
there. Lady Cassandra Grey, a
socialite, vapid, more interested
in who she could influence than
how many victims she could
notch up.
By the time Ruarigh stopped
running the game, I think
Cassandra registered three
murders, two high society
affairs, and was on the run from
the law in at least two different
dimensions.

So he traveled across the
county, found said character in
an inn, smashed a window,
pointed his musket, and fired.
And missed.
Now, a musket is a bugger to
reload, so he ran up the street.
Unfortunately his target had a
shotgun, came out of the inn,
and fired. He hit. Andy Higgins
died in a pool of blood on a hilly
street, somewhere in Kernow.
That’s the only time I’ve ever
died in a PBM.
So, what other short lived games
have I played…?
There was “The Dreamtime”, run
by my friend Ruarigh. (If you’ve
been reading this regularly,
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Yaldnif. Oh, Yaldnif. Run by Pat
Findlay (my co-conspirator in
the “hitching to Devon” story keep up!), Yaldnif was a
wargame. You took on a city on
the world map, and described it
however you wanted. Undead
armies? Fine. Elven
crossbowmen? Not a problem.
You then gave your orders in free
text, and Pat would
accommodate those orders.
Basically, you made the game up
as you went along. Fantastic fun.
Discovering your army that was
marching on your neighbour’s
citadel was blocked by 500
flying diarrhoeal octopuses was
an eye opener, I must say.

Roy Pollard purchased these
copies of PBM Scroll a while
back. Send in photos of your PBM
magazine collection and share it
with PBM Unearthed's readers!
EITHER PLAY PBM OR GET DOUSED
WITH SCALDING HOT COFFEE.

There are a couple more of these
tales – the Runequest based
game that Lloyd ran, and the
interminably tedious games of
Diplomacy, but now – I think I’m
out of anecdotes!
Happy postal gaming, my friends!
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Since there has been some
discussion about Alex Bardy's
quick review of PBM websites
and Charles' (and others')
commentaries on keeping
websites up to date, I thought I'd
throw in a quick mention about
my own. . .
I do really appreciate Alex's
taking a quick look at so many
current sites, and I too am
amazed and disappointed by the
number of website problems that
he and everyone else has been
reporting across the genre. I do
my best to keep my Talisman
Games site working and up-todate, if not as pretty as it could
be, despite the perennial
industry-wide difficulty with a
lack of time. But if problems are
encountered, do please write to
me. It's difficult to notice when
something goes wrong if nobody
tells me about it.
As for the Talisman Games
website itself, it's a shame that
Alex didn't have longer to spend
on each website - he may have
overlooked some answers to his
concerns. For instance, while
Galac-Tac has a lot of math in
the manual (mostly for mail-only
players), he didn't notice that
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several tools are available to
relieve you of that burden. In
addition, there are many ways
that beginners are helped,
including the Introduction and
Getting Started published
articles (that are available there)
and the button that suggests
orders for you to try, as well as
the ability to play all the
learning and practice games that
you wish against the computer
before engaging human
opponents. And you're not
restricted to the old-fashioned
paper-and-pencil play style
either, since there's an assistant
program free for downloading
that makes play lots easier
(including customizable graphic
color maps of the galaxy). I also
love to discuss the game and
answer questions whenever
anyone would like to write to me,
especially confused beginners.
However, I'm still looking for
ways to improve the site, so I'd
love to hear from anyone with
suggestions. I'm currently still
offering an additional free year's
game play for anybody the pays
for the first $5 month, but what
else could I do to entice players
to sign up to play? Can I make it
prettier and more attractive in
some way? What specific kind of
sheen would make it more
interesting? Or perhaps I should
give them more about what to
expect before they've ever
signed up? Or make the site
itself behave in a more
interesting way? What do you
think I could do? Anyone?
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Editor's note: Davin, Alex
Bardy's "quick look" at a variety
of different PBM websites was
just, exactly that - a quick
look. It was never intended to
be a "longer look."
In this day and age, Internet
surfers tend to spend very little
time on websites where they
can't quickly hone in on the
particular information that they
seek. PBM websites aren't likely
to receive a free pass on this.
I can personally attest to the
fact that the Talisman Games
website rates very highly, where
the issue of it working when I go
to load it is concerned. It's
reliably there, just waiting on
site visitors to use it.
One area where it definitely
comes up short, though, is in
the area of visual enticement.
The Talisman Games website
isn't an ugly website. Rather, it
just isn't a visually tempting
one, from a gamer's
perspective. The website design
needs to incorporate more
visual imagery to grab site
visitors' eyes. This element of
site design is woefully underrepresented on your website,
Davin.
Not being an artist, myself, I
can relate to the dilemma of
desiring better visuals for your
website, but acquiring them can
cut into a PBM company's
bottom line. Even still, Talisman
Games isn't a newcomer to PBM
gaming.
The Talisman Games website is
largely an exercise in static
text. It isn't necessary that
your website receive a
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complete overall overnight.
Rather, the process of positive
change, where the restructuring
of PBM is concerned, should be
thought of more as an ongoing
commitment to a more continual
focus upon PBM websites. One
change a month would yield
twelve changes per year, and
one update a week would yield
fifty-two changes to a given
PBM site in a year's time.
You recently fixed a problem on
your website regarding the
"www" portion of the URL
address. On my end, it's now
quicker and easier for me to
access the Talisman games
website, simply by virtue of how
I go about my normal routine of
typing in your website's address
in my web browser bar. I thank
you for this fix, and small
details like that collectively
add up to a better site visitor
experience.
If Alex Bardy had to spend more
time on the PBM websites that
he visited, in order to avoid
overlooking answers that he was
looking for on the PBM websites
that he visited, then that
underscores part of the overall
problem. It goes to the core,
fundamental issue of efficiency.
Website visitors aren't
interested in excuses. After all,
they always retain the option,
one frequently exercised, of
just clicking the site off. If
you're a PBM company trying to
sell site visitors on your game
products, then it is imperative
that your site be efficient for
the site visitor. After all, that's
a potential customer for your
PBM company's entertainment
offerings.
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The 'fun' of Play-By-Mail (PBM)
was sometimes surprising. Yes it
was full of rules, maps,
imagination and intrigue. There
were the odd moments when nonplayers would be amazed at a
skill they didn't know you had. In
fact even you didn't know you
had it.
I recall one evening at a friend's
flat. Because I didn't have a
phone at home I used theirs and
helped pay the bill. In the course
of one evening the phone rang
over a dozen times. Each call
from a player from different
games I was in. I was playing as
many as 10 games at any time. I
chatted and plotted away. When
things quietened down my friend
asked how I did it. "Did what?"
How can you remember all the
characters you play and all the
events without once referring to
any notes?
I had without knowing it freed
part of me I didn't know existed.
The liar with a perfect memory
for all his lies. 'He' is still with
me, but firmly buried....until
events say he should be
released!!
Les Jones
Editor's note: Hey, Les, you
don't know how magnificent that
it was to receive this e-mail
from you, for it encapsulates
the very essence of what we
need more of - namely,
participation and the sharing of
PBM memories. So, thank you for
your contribution to the cause the greater cause of play by
mail gaming advocacy!
Ten PBM game at one time Wow! I've never tried playing
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in that many, at any one time.
My brain would no doubt
quickly overload and explode,
but I certainly commend you for
your indomitable nature, Les.
Perhaps the time has arrived at
long last, though, for you to dig
that part of you up from the
grave that it is buried in, and
unleash that inner force that
dwells within upon the PBM
gaming world, once more.
C'mon, Les. You know you want
to.
Oh, and don't let this be the
last time that you write in,
either. I dare say that a PBMer
of your caliber likely has
countless other PBM memories
to share. I'll look forward to
hearing from you, again,
sometime soon.
Hi Charles,
I’ve recently retired (although I
still handle the
accounting/books for RTG). I’ve
forwarded your email to my
partner Pete Dorman who has
taken over all the operations
side of RTG.
Russ Norris
Rolling Thunder Games
Editor's note: Russ, I thank you
for letting me know about your
retirement. Hopefully, your
retirement will prove to be a
great boon and blessing to you
and yours. You've been at the
whole PBM gaming thing going
back beyond what I can
remember.
You will likely deserve a wellearned rest, once you finish
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that big home improvement
project that you mentioned to
me in a separate e-mail that
you sent to me. In it, you also
summed up your experience
with PBM gaming, and I hope
that you don't mind, but it's a
quote well worth sharing.

"I’ve loved PBM gaming
for pretty much my
entire adult life. I’ve
tried pretty much
everything else at one
time or another but
this style of gaming is
still my favorite."
- Russ Norris
Good luck as you proceed
forward into your future, Russ,
and may your health be strong
and resilient, and may you find
time - and take time - to just
relax and experience the
peaceful side of life.
And if you find the time, know
that a standing invitation exists
for you to join us, here, and
share the multitude of specific
PBM memories that populate
your mind.

All hail Russ Norris!

On the PBM front in general, I
would have to disagree that it’s
“dead”. Sure, there are many
other gaming opportunities on
the market now that didn’t exist
in the past, notably video games
with fancy graphics. Those
games, while visually impressive,
often display fairly simple
gameplay mechanics in
comparison to some of the more
complex PBM games on the
market.
Supernova is often fondly
thought of as “spreadsheets in
space” for a reason, and Victory!
players continue to slug it out
over a map of Europe using WW
II-era units in what no-one would
describe as a simple game. Using
one’s brain to plan and execute
various strategies, and not fast
reaction skills as is required in
online shooters, is what PBM is
all about.
I’ve been at this for over 40
years, and as far as Rolling
Thunder is concerned, PBM is
alive and well. Victory! has been
running since 1991, several
incarnations of Supernova ran
through the 80’s and 90’s, and
the latest iteration has been
grinding along with great
success since the early 2000’s.
Here’s an example: the newest
Supernova star region, Draco,
just completed its 185th turn
cycle — that’s one turn every
two weeks, like clockwork,
without a single missed cycle,
for over 7 years.
New players in Draco get placed
well out on the edge of that
region, quite far from older
empires, so they can get into
and play the game competitively
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against their neighbors without
worrying about older empires,
making it still welcoming even to
new guys. Andromeda, the first
Supernova star region, is coming
up on its 525th turn cycle—an
impressive 20+ year run, still
running strong, without a single
missed cycle in all that time.
If that’s what folks think is
“dead,” well, I’m not sure what to
tell them, except that we have a
lot of long-time customers who
are continuing to enjoy
themselves.
Pete Dorman
Editor's note: Pete, it was great
to hear from you, and I thank
you for taking time out to write
in and give us a bit of
perspective from your end.
It's good to have someone from
Rolling Thunder Games write in
and share their PBM thoughts
with our readership. Also, I
invite you to send in some
images to use in advertisements
for your SuperNova and Victory!
PBM games.
I have created Discord channels
for SuperNova and Victory! The
Battle for Europe within the
PlayByMail.Net Discord, in a bid
to drive a little bit of
conversation about those games
there - which is in addition to
the SuperNova Discord that
your forum member, fungus,
created, and which is found
here:
https://discord.gg/EprrpV2vBV
Stay in touch, Pete, and good
luck with everything at Rolling
Thunder Games!
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